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ABSTRAK

The film industry activity in Indonesia always oriented in Jakarta, whereas in fact other city also has human resource that has great potential in this field. Especially in Surabaya as number two of largest city in Indonesia. Young generation in Surabaya who has interest and talent in film-making industry do not have coordinating institution yet to develop their potential. Another reason is Indonesia only has one university that teach about film-making which offer diploma and bachelor degree that is Film and Television Faculty in Jakarta Institute of Art (FFTV – IKJ). Unfortunately the building and infrastructure in FFTV – IKJ does not qualified as a container activity in film-making study because it did not specifically designed as a film school.

Therefore it is necessary to build an institute as a container activity which able to accommodate film-making study and also well designed in exterior and interior. This object titled Surabaya Film School is aimed to fulfill those needs. Another mission is to develop and to improve film industry quality in Indonesia, in addition it is consider participating to develop nations culture using movie as a media.